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From the Editor:
A warm welcome from
Christchurch
New
Zealand once again.
Spring is here, but the
weather is still cold, wet
and windy. Our “Battle of
Britain” parade will have
been completed by the
time you read this, We
will be parading at the
RNZAF
Air
Force
Museum, at Wigram here in Christchurch on
Sunday 17th September, and afterwards tea
and buns laid on by the Brevet Club for us
golden oldies. The Air display season will be
starting here soon too, and I am hoping to get
up to the “Omaka” air show this year as I
missed it last time, it is alternated with the
Wanaka Air show every other year, and both
are well worth the visit, and an excellent weekend of flying. I must admit, they are not as big
as the Farnborough Air show, or RIAT, but
concentrate more on the WW1 and WWII
aircraft, but the RNZAF usually join in the fun
and sometimes even the RAAF, we have had
some amazing displays from the Australian
F111 and F18’s but unfortunately the RNZAF
don’t have any fighter aircraft these days. Last
year they did purchase some Beech T6 Texans
which we see quite often flying over on NAVEX
flights. It’s also going to be interesting to find
out which aircraft they are going to purchase to
replace the Hercules and Orion's which have
just about run their course, the Hercules have
been flying for nearly 50 years. Just to advise
you, the Newsletter will be published quarterly
from now on, with your next issue in February
2018, followed by April, August and finally
December 2018. Well here’s wishing you all a
great month as you head into your winter, I
hope the weather is kind, stay warm and dry!
Regards, Bryn

A BIG Global Welcome to:
Disclaimer - The views
and opinions expressed in
this Newsletter are not
necessarily those of the
RAFA, the Newsletter editor, Branch Committee or
membership and therefore
should not be construed
as such.
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Book of the Month

617 Squadron RAF
‘as always with military history, it is a

great tale of bravery and success that is
often marred with tragedy along the way.
In this compendium Barry has captured
the reality of the tragic story and paints a
different picture about 617 Squadron’s
Second World War past.’ (Extract from
the Foreword by W/C J. Butcher Officer
Commanding No.617 Squadron…)
To stand in front of a Commonwealth War
Grave and read a headstone or to read a
name on a war memorial or commemorative plaque is one thing, but to understand
the reason and circumstance why a name
is there is another matter? It is hoped that
the reader will want to ask the pertinent
questions of ‘What, Who, Where, When,
Why and How?’ It is intended that this
series of books answer these questions
for family member’s researchers and
historians and followers of the Squadron
of Bomber Command. It is also intended
that this series of books answer many
more unanswered questions for the families and members of the squadrons that
served in Bomber Command and will be
used as source/reference document for
the amateur and professional historian/
researcher of Bomber Command. There
are detailed rolls of all casualties who
served on the Squadron coupled with the
history of the aircraft struck off charge on
operations or on non-operational incidents, laid out in a logical and methodical
order to aid the reader/researcher in their
enquiries. This series of books is also
intended to provide answers to where and
how Bomber Command aircrew became
casualties and other members of the
Squadron who also became casualties
and where their graves and or memorials
can be found, including Prisoner of War
Camps. In doing so it is complementary
to the Squadron and Bomber Command
operational records. It is not just a
name on a memorial, but the story
of the individual airmen and airwomen
that served in Bomber Command who
had the courage to defend the freedom
we share today!
This is the story, their story
Per Ardua Ad Astra.
(From each sale, a donation is given to a
RAF Charity)





Series: ...and in the morning...
Paperback: 108 pages

Publisher: Mention the War Limited;
1 edition (January 20, 2017)
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Meet Your Committee
David Routledge (Vice Chairman)


Hi all, I am David Routledge and hold the position of Vice Chair within the Branch. I was one of the founder
members back in 2015. I Joined the RAF in 1986 as a Telecommunications Operator and served at RAF West
Raynham, RAF Fylingdales, JHQ Rheindhalen, RAF High Wycombe along with many detachment’s around the
globe.



Growing up in the North East of England (Gateshead) I guess my earliest contact with the RAF Family was back in
the early 80’s when I joined the Air Training Corps reaching the rank of Cadet Warrant Officer before embarking on
my career in the Royal Air Force. I was medically downgraded in 1994 due to a serious knee injury which then
curtailed my career. Upon leaving the mob I joined JD Wetherspoons pub chain as a trainee manager and worked
my way up through the ranks to become a regional training and development manager. It was in 2005 I left this
country to head to Mojacar in Spain where I was recruited to head up the Marketing Manager role for a large
overseas property company. I left Spain 4 years later as the recession bit hard. I continued in my property role
working for one of the North East’s largest estate agents. Before opening my own estate agency in 2011 .



In 2012 I enrolled as a volunteer for Help for Heroes, and am currently the County
Coordinator (2014 - Current) Covering an area from Berwick to Catterick. I am proud to say
I have helped raised 100,000’s for the charity and supported the charity in various events
from guest speaking at formal functions to orgaising events around the North East, and
recruiting new volunteers.



In my spare time??? Whatever that is I am an avid Newcastle United fan (no mocking
please) and try to get to as many games as my time allows. I also have a keen interest in
Rugby and Cricket, where I try to cheer on Durham and the Falcons as often as I can.



I currently live in Washington, Tyne and Wear with my fabulous other half Tracy, who is my
rock and keeps my feet firmly planted on the ground. My hopes for the future is to continue
in my Roles with both RAFA and H4H, I am in a very fortunate position of being able to
help change people’s lives at the most critical times and seeing them come out the other
side, the sense of personal pride of having paid a tiny part in it is what drives me on.

4th from Right with Red 3

Bryn Holland (Newsletter Editor)


Having Joined the RAFA “Global Group” and posting some of the RNZAFA monthly
newsletters that I edit, I was asked by Steve Mullis (our Chairman) if I would be interested in
starting a newsletter for the Global Group. Well I was not only pleased that he thought it good
enough to have on the Facebook page, but also over the moon to think that I can do
something from far away and “Shaky Old Christchurch” here in New Zealand, where we
emigrated in 1978.



Joining the RAF in 1959 I served 5 years, my basic training was at RAF Bridgnorth, and
Trade Training at RAF Shawbury as an “Operations Clerk”.



My first posting was RAF Manston, in Kent, which was followed by an overseas posting to
RAF Nicosia, Cyprus, where I worked in the Air Traffic Control Centre, returning to RAF
Manston on return to the UK.



I was then posted to RAF Stradishall, No.1 Air Navigation School in the Control Tower. And
on passing my re-mustering exam I became an Assistant Air Traffic Controller.



Me (on the right), Dining in Night July 2017
I was married to Marion in September 1963 where we lived in the village Bayton just out of
Bury St Edmonds but had to move to Steeple Bumpsted due to travel problems, and was then discharged from the service in September 1964.



Moving back to Shoeburyness I then managed to get a job with British Air Ferries at Southend Municipal Airport for another 10 years before retraining
in engineering as a Turner, and after 4 years experience I was lucky enough to obtain a job in NZ, so we packed up and came to Christchurch.



Attending the local Polytechnic I passed my NZ Trade and Advance Trade certificates and was asked to start teaching night classes, which I did for
two years.



After the two years I ended up Teaching full time at the Christchurch Polytechnic for 20 years making 22 years in all!



Taking early retirement in 2004 I started my own Company and as a registered apprentice assessor, assessed apprentices in the workplace, finally
retired in December 2016.



I am a committee member of the Canterbury Branch of the RNZAFA and a Flight Simulator enthusiast, when I can fit it in!

Who’s Next?
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Airfield History - RAF Manston
First World War
At the outset of the First World War, the Isle of Thanet was equipped with a small and precarious landing strip for

aircraft at St Mildreds Bay, Westgate, on top of the chalk cliffs, at the foot of which was a promenade which had
been used for seaplane operations. The landing grounds atop the cliff soon became the scene of several
accidents, with at least one plane seen to fail to stop before the end of the cliffs and tumble into the sea, which
for the fortunate pilot had been on its inward tide.

In the winter of 1915-1916 these early aircraft first began to use the open farmlands at Manston as a site for emergency
landings. Thus was soon established the Admiralty Aerodrome at Manston. It was not long after this that the training school,
set up originally to instruct pilots in the use of the new Handley Page bombers, was established, and so by the close of 1916
there were already two distinct units stationed at Manston, the Operational War Flight Command and the Handley Page
Training School. Its location near the Kent coast gave Manston some advantages over the other previously established
aerodromes and regular additions in men and machinery were soon made, particularly, in these early days, from Detling. By
1917 the Royal Flying Corps was well established and taking an active part in the defence of England. At a time
when Zeppelin raids were bringing the war directly to English civilians, daylight bombing raids by German 'Gotha' Bombers,
a twin engined biplane, would have been considerably more effective were it not for the RFC's presence at Manston. The
German air raids had lasted for thirteen weeks, the last being on 22 August 1917. On this occasion, of the 15 bombers that
set out for England five did not reach the Kent coast, and the 'spirited' intervention from Manston-based fighters prevented
those remaining from flying further west, three being destroyed outright and the remaining seven returning to Germany with
dead and wounded on board. Shortly after such formation raids and in consequence the Cabinet recommended the creation
of a separate Air Ministry. The RAF was officially formed on 1 April 1918.
Second World War
At the start of the Second World War, Manston hosted a
School of Air Navigation but this was quickly moved out.
On 10 September 1939, No. 3 Squadron flew in
equipped with Hawker Hurricanes and Manston was put
under the command of No. 11 Group Fighter Command.
During an eventful Battle of Britain, Manston was heavily
bombed; at its height, (August 1940) diary entries
recorded a steady stream of damage to aircraft and
buildings. The station was also littered with unexploded
bombs. This caused many staff to move to nearby woods
for at least a week. Others were dispersed to
surrounding housing. For example, WAAFs (members of
the Women's Auxiliary Air Force) stationed at Manston
were billeted at the nearby Ursuline Convent in Westgate
on Sea.
Barnes Wallis used the base to test
his bouncing bomb on the coast at nearby Reculver prior
to the Dambusters raid. A prototype is on public display
at the Spitfire & Hurricane Museum. Hawker
Typhoon attack aircraft were based there later in the war,
and also the first Meteor jet squadron of the RAF. It was
used as a departure point for airborne forces A Luftwaffe aerial photograph of RAF Manston at the outbreak of
war in 1939 when it was still an all-grass airfield
in Operation Market Garden. It was one of the few
airfields installed with the Fog Investigation Dispersal Organisation (FIDO) system designed to remove fog from airfields by
burning it off with petrol.
Along with RAF Carnaby and RAF Woodbridge, Manston was developed as a South coast emergency landing ground
for bomber crews. These airfields were intended for use by returning bombers suffering from low-fuel and/or suspected
damage to their pneumatic (wheel brake) and/or hydraulic (undercarriage) systems. All three airfields were equipped with a
single runway, 9,000 ft (2,700 m) long and 750 ft (230 m) wide. There was a further clear area of 1,500 ft (460 m) at each
end of the runway. At each of the three airfields, the runway was divided into three 250 ft (76 m) lanes. The northern and
central lanes were allocated by flying control, while the southern lane was the emergency lane on which any aircraft could
land without first making contact with the airfield.
The hilltop site was chosen as it was usually fog-free and had no
approach obstructions. Being close to the front-line, the airfield became
something of a magnet for badly damaged aircraft that had suffered
from ground fire, collisions, or air attack but retained a degree of
airworthiness. The airfield became something of a "graveyard" for heavy
bombers and no doubt the less-damaged portions of aircraft landing or
otherwise arriving here sometimes provided spare parts for other allied
aircraft in need of repair. The museums on site display some startling
aerial views dating from this era and the post-war years. After the war,
the runway was reconfigured, becoming 200 feet wide with a full-length
parallel taxiway, both within the original paved width.

RAF Manston Control Tower
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RAF Manston Cont.
USAF use
During the Cold War of the 1950s the United States Air Force used RAF Manston as a Strategic Air Command base for its
bomber, fighter and fighter-bomber units. (see Wikipedia address below)
Return to RAF use
With the USAF's withdrawal from Manston, the airfield became a joint civilian and RAF airport from 1960 and was thence
employed for occasional package tour and cargo flights, alongside its continuing role as an RAF base. The Air Cadets used
the northern side of the airfield as a gliding site, and 1 Air Experience Flight flying De Havilland Chipmunks was also based
there. Thanks to its long runway, Manston was designated as one of the UK's MEDAs (Military Emergency Diversion Airfield)
for emergency military and civilian landings. Others included RAF Greenham Common, RAF Aldergrove and RAF
Machrihanish. For a number of years, the base operated as a Master Diversion Airfield, open 24 hours every day. Manston,
uniquely in the UK, also had a 'foam carpet' crash landing system, where two tractors would pull tankers laying a metre thick
layer of foam over a strip of runway, for aircraft with landing gear problems.
Search and rescue base
RAF Manston was home to a helicopter search
and rescue (SAR) flight from No. 22 Squadron
RAF
from
1961,
operating
Westland
Whirlwind aircraft. The flight was withdrawn in
1969, but the outcry led to the RAF
contracting Bristow Helicopters from 1971 to
1974 to provide a continued service (also
using MK3 Whirlwhinds). In 1972, the Bristow
crew was awarded the "Wreck Shield" for
"Most Meritorious Rescue in 1972" by the
Department of Trade and Industry. In 1974,
the RAF SAR teams returned, with No. 72
Squadron RAF operating two Westland
Wessex HC2 aircraft to replace the Bristow
cover. The flight was transferred back to No.
22 Squadron in June 1976. In 1988 No. 202
Squadron RAF moved to Manston with
their Sea King HAR.3, with the Wessex aircraft
moving to RAF Coltishall. The Sea Kings
remained at Manston until July 1994, when
SAR activity at the base was halted, and SAR
cover for the channel relocated to RAF A Sea King HAR.3 of 202 RAF Squadron, who operated this type of aircraft from RAF Manston
between 1988 and 1994
Wattisham.
Civilian use
For some years two commercial airlines operated out of Manston, Invicta Airways and Air Ferry and many thousands of
holiday passengers started their journeys from Manston.
From 1989 Manston became styled as Kent International Airport, and a new terminal was officially opened that year
by the Duchess of York.
Closure
The DFTDC is still an active military base. In 1996,
Manston's satellite station RAF Ash, was closed, and in
1999, it was decided to close the RAF Manston base. The
'airside' portion of the base was signed over to the
commercial operator of Kent International Airport. The MOD
decided to keep the central fire training school (CTE) facility
open, and almost the entirety of the 'domestic' side of the
base became FSCTE Manston (Fire Service Central Training
Establishment). In 2007 the Army took over responsibility for
firefighting across the armed services (except the Royal
Navy whose Aircraft Handling Branch are the Fire Fighters at
Naval Air Stations and are trained it RNAS Culdrose at the
School of Flight Deck Operations) and the school became
the
Defence
Fire
Training
and
Development
Centre (DFTDC).
~https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Manston~
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Global Branch Wing’s Appeal
RECORD YEAR FOR THE BRANCH IN WINGS WEEK

Wings Appeal Organiser, Graham Croft, at his table in Yarnfield

2017 has so far proven to be the best so far in our efforts on behalf of the Association’s Wings Week. With the week
surrounding the 15th September each year dedicated as the main period of time that all efforts are directed at collecting from
the public at different venues around the country, the Global branch certainly rose to the challenge.
From Newbury through Chipping Norton & Yarnfield to Delph, on the outskirts of Manchester, our members were sat either in
supermarket doorways or inside tents at village fayres, wowing the public with their plastic ducks, Spitfire windmills & a
multitude of different aircraft pins etc.
During the Wings Week alone, we have so far managed to collect over £1,300. That along with the branches hard work over
the year has pushed our grand total to over £3,000, an increase of more than 50% over our 2016 total.
The crazy thing is that there is still money out there to collect & be banked. If you took up the Chairman’s Challenge earlier
this year to sell just 14 RAFA Wings & haven’t yet banked the money, please get in touch, today, with the Chairman for the
account details.
The planning now starts towards Wings Wing for 2018, possibly which is going to be our biggest year yet. With the RAF
celebrating its 100th birthday, 2018 is going to be massive. To be part of this & help the branch reach its 5 figure target
please contact Graham Croft on wings.rafaglobalbranch1370@gmail.com

Marilyn Roman’s set up in Delph

Mazza Jesty & Carol Peachey wowing in Chipping
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The Diary for the Battle of Britain
Fourth Phase – September 7th to September 30th 1940
September 7th
Day: Bombing switched to London. Heavy attack on the capital. Pressure on fighter airfields eased.
Night: London raids continued dusk until dawn. Main objectives east London and docks.
Weather: Fair in the south. Some haze
September 8th
Day: Only slight activity. Some small attacks on airfields
Night: Heavy concentration on London, mainly east.
Weather: Fair early morning and evening. Rest of day cloudy.
September 9th
Day: Unsuccessful sorties against London, Thames Estuary
and aircraft factories.
Night: Main target London, including City and West End.
Weather: Scattered Showers. Thundery in the east. Channel
fair.
September 10th
Day: Slight Activity. Single raiders over airfields in afternoon.
Night: London main objective but also raids on Merseyside
and South Wales.
Weather: Generally cloudy. Some rain.
September 11th
Day: Some bombs on London. Three large raids in southeast. Raids on Portsmouth and Southampton. Seelöwe
(German operation Sealion) postponed until the 14th
Night: London attacked and Merseyside.
Weather: Mainly fine. Some local showers. Channel and Estuary cloudy.
September 12th
Day: Only small raids in south. Reconnaissance.
Night: Reduced effort. Main force London. Single aircraft over
wide area
Weather: Unsettled, rain in most districts. Channel cloudy
September 13th
Day: Small raids mainly directed at London. Hitler in conference, discussing air offensive and invasion.
Night: Renewed effort against London.
Weather: Unsettled. Bright intervals and showers. Rain in
Channel. Straits cloudy.
September 14th
Day: Hitler postpones Seelöwe until September 17th. Succession of afternoon raids aimed at London, but mainly consisting of fighters.
Night: Reduced activity. Main force over London.
Weather: Showers and local thunder. Cloud in Straits, Channel and Estuary.
September 15th
Day: Heavy attacks on London, broken up by Fighter Command. Highest German losses since August 18th. Serious
rethinking by German High Command.
Night: Main target London. Heavy damage.
Weather: Fair but cloud patches. Fine evening.
September 16th
Day: Göring confers on losses of the 15th. Policy changes.
Park changes tactics. Only slight air activity
Night: Continuous attacks on London. Smaller raids Merseyside and midlands.
Weather: General rain and cloud.
September 17th
Day: Slight activity. One large fighter sweep in afternoon.
Seelöwe postponed until further notice.
Night: Heavy attacks on London. Lighter raids on Merseyside
and Glasgow.
Weather: Squally showers, local thunder, bright intervals
Channel, Straits and Estuary drizzle.

September 18th
Day: Oil targets in Thames Estuary attacked.
Night: London and Merseyside raided.
Weather: Bright and squally.
September 19th
Day: Reduced activity, attacks chiefly over Thames Estuary
and east London.
Night: London and Merseyside.
Weather: Showery
September 20th
Day: One large fighter sweep towards London: otherwise reconnaissance only.
Night: London
Weather: Fair with bright periods. Showery.
September 21st
Day: Slight activity; some fighter sweeps in east Kent.
Night: London and Merseyside attacked.
Weather: Mainly fine.
September 22nd
Day: Slight activity.
Night: London bombed.
Weather: Dull with fog in morning. Cloudy in afternoon, fair to
fine late. Some rain.
September 23rd
Day: Fighter sweeps towards London.
Night: London and Merseyside.
Weather: Fine
September 24th
Day: Tilbury and Southampton raided.
Night: London and Merseyside attacked.
Weather: Early-morning fog in northern France. Channel
cloudy, haze in the Straits and Thames Estuary.
September 25th
Day: Bristol and Plymouth bombed.
Night: London, North Wales and Lancashire attacked.
Weather: Fair to fine in most districts. Cool. Channel cloudy
with bright intervals; hazy.
September 26th
Day: Supermarine works at Southampton attacked and
wrecked.
Night: London and Merseyside.
Weather: Mainly fair to cloudy in the south.
September 27th
Day: Heavy attacks on London and one on Bristol.
Night: London, Merseyside and the midlands
Weather: Fair to extreme south and south-west. Cloudy in the
Channel with haze. Slight rain in southern England.
September 28th
Day: London and the Solent area attacked.
Night: The target London.
Weather: Fair to fine generally. Channel, Straits of Dover and
Thames Estuary cloudy. Winds moderate.
September 29th
Day: Reduced activity in south-east and East Anglia.
Night: London and Merseyside attacked.
Weather: Fine and fair early. Fair late. Cloudy for the rest of
the day.
September 30th
Day: Fighter sweeps towards London but few bombs
dropped.
Night: London attacked.
Weather: Generally fair but cloudy. Winds light.
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Sentinels of the Sky - The Aircraft Restoration Company
British engineers keep iconic WW2 fighters - and the engineering
heritage behind them - flying high, Spitfires and Lancaster Bombers,
are among planes preserved by experts at Duxford in
Cambridgeshire. Incredible pictures show engineering techniques
of yesteryear, which are preserved through apprenticeships. One
engineer said: 'The Spitfire was a pioneering design. It’s good to
see them working rather than stuck in museums'
In 1940 the British nation faced its darkest hour. The military
machine of Nazi Germany seemed unstoppable and the Allies had
suffered a series of crippling defeats. The mighty German air force the Luftwaffe - had dominance over the skies of Europe and an
invasion of British shores seemed imminent. It was the heroic
efforts of the RAF and the iconic planes they piloted that turned the
tide in the Battle of Britain. Afterwards, Prime Minister Winston

Photo 2: Icon: A Supermarine Spitfire MK18 is assembled in a hangar at
the Aircraft Restoration Company

ARC, which restores aircraft for clients around the world, as well as
the British military, is John Romain. He said: “It's incredibly
satisfying. It can take two or three years to bring a wreck back to an
aircraft and there will be a lot of engineering challenges.” 'We got a
huge amount of satisfaction when it finally flies. We always look to
have another project following on because the engineers become
so intensely involved in the work they get the blues after it is
delivered. “It's a lot like bereavement. They loved and cared for it
for three years.”
Photo 1:Heritage: These historic Spitfire aircraft are among those restored
and maintained by The Aircraft Restoration Company, based in Duxford

Photo 3: The company specialises in historic Spitfires. Some are aircraft
that have been kept in working condition since they were sold by the RAF
after the war

Photo 4: Engineers Nick Dean (left) and Dave 'Smudge' Smith (right) work
on the tail of a Supermarine Spitfire MK18

Churchill famously told Parliament: “Never in the field of human
conflict was so much owed by so many to so few.” Now, thanks to a
team of dedicated engineers and pilots, British engineering triumphs
like Spitfires and Bristol Blenheim will be preserved - and so will the
engineering expertise to keep them flying.
The Aircraft Restoration Company are specialist aero engineers
based at Duxford Airfield, Cambridgeshire. They undertake major
servicing, restorations and repairs on historic aircraft including the
Battle of Britain Memorial Flight aircraft, such as the Lancaster
Bomber. The company specialises in historic Spitfires. Some are
aircraft that have been kept in working condition since they were
sold by the RAF after the war. Others are recently recovered
wrecks that have been rescued. It can take years to restore an
individual plane after taking it apart piece by piece. The man behind

Photo 5: Apprentice engineer Tom Clarke (left) and the company MD
George Romain (right) work on the engine of a Bristol Blenheim.
Apprenticeships are an important part of the work done at ARC
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Sentinels of the Sky - Cont.
He said: 'They are such an important part of recent history and a
challenge to restore. There is something special about the look
and the sound of the aircraft – it is rewarding knowing the skills to
get them working again. “It reminds me of a simpler time when
engineers knew each part of a aircraft – this engineering is like a
locked time capsule from an era that I grew up in. 'It preserves
memories. The Spitfire was a pioneering design - It’s good to see
them working rather than stuck in museums.”

Photo 6: Spits fire: A Browning 303 machine gun from the fighter. The
company's engineers use traditional manufacturing techniques

Photo 9: By the book: Apprentice Arun 'Big Boy' Khatri and metal sheet
worker John 'Smudge' Smith pore over the specifications of a Supermarine
Spitfire MKV in the workshop

Photo 7: Skill: Engineer Dave Smith fits the windscreen of a Supermarine
Spitfire MK11. There are no factory replacement parts remaining for the
old aircraft, and new elements have to be built by hand

Photo 10: Attention to detail: Metal sheet worker John Smith holds an
engine cowling for a Second World War Westland Lysander

Photo 8: The control panel of a Supermarine Spitfire MK1. It can take
years to restore an individual plane after taking it apart piece by piece.

Mr. Romain is an experienced “warbird” pilot and has logged more
than 700 hours piloting a Spitfire. What's it like to get behind the
stick of such an iconic aircraft?
He said: “It's fantastic. The Spitfire is one of those aircraft you feel
very much part of”. An American who flew American fighters during
the Second World War, and then flew a Spitfire, said: "You get into
an American fighter, but you put a Spitfire on". 'You feel part of the
plane. It's gorgeous.' Metal sheet worker John 'Smudge' Smith,
74, has worked at the company for over 30 years, having
previously worked in the RAF and for the Ministry of Aviation. He
comes from the golden era when aircraft were built by hand and
wants to stop traditional British engineering skills from dying out.

Photo 11: Engineer Martin 'Mo' Overall leans through the control panel to
test the controls of a Supermarine Spitfire MK18. The team can spend so
long on one aircraft they get down when it is eventually taken away
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Sentinels of the Sky - Cont.
the 60-strong company has five apprentices, who spend time
working on all aspects of the aircraft to gain a wide base of
knowledge.

Photo's 12 & 13: Badge of honor: The engineers want to stop traditional
British engineering skills from dying out. Right, apprentices refuel a

Photo 16: Protectors: Spitfires and Hurricanes stand in an airfield at the

Glen Martin

Photo 14: Apprentice Oliver Emmery. The company's engineers use
traditional manufacturing techniques, and the firm provides apprenticeships

There are no factory replacement parts remaining for the aircraft
and new parts are built by hand. Often designs and schematic plans
of the aircraft no longer exist and engineers have to use wrecked
broken parts and photographs for reference to work out how to
make the new parts entirely from scratch. Engineer Dave Smith,
55, likes this technical challenge of building Spitfires: “You have
freedom to use your entire skill set – every part is made by you
using the whole background of your knowledge. This ability to make
bespoke engineering parts might disappear unless it is passed on.”
Mr. Romain started out as an engineering apprentice and is a
former Hawker Siddeley and BAE aero engineer. He has pledged to
help create the next generation of aircraft engineers. “We were
looking for more engineers and struggled to find them,” he said.
“We could find engineers who had worked on airliner but it's not like

Photo's 17 & 18: John Romain, the MD of ARC and an experienced pilot,
who has 700 hours in a Spitfire logged. Right, the cockpit of a Supermarine

Photo 19: Deadly beauty: The Spitfire is known for its graceful elliptical

Photo 20: Supermarine Spitfires fly in formation. The model was a vital

Conner, 16, is one such apprentice. He said: “I love the old aircraft
– it’s the noise and history. New planes are not as exciting but the
Spitfire is a legend. I like learning the skills from the older guys and
Photo 15: Warbird: Pilots Cliff Spink and Martin Blaize talk as apprentice
you can benefit from their knowledge. It’s how engineering used to
be – not many people know how to build a Spitfire.” Arun Khatri,
the old style of engineering, with sheet metal and rivet work. We 20, who has been an apprentice for two years, agrees: “This is
looked at training our own and took on an apprentice.” Currently, proper engineering – no electronics. You can take a flat
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Sentinels of the Sky - Cont.
piece of metal and turn it into something new - it’s from a time when “When you look at a Spitfire you see how advanced it was – it’s
you rebuilt not just replaced.”
good to continue the tradition and you feel pride when you see them
rolling out of a hangar.” The flight team takes part in various air
shows throughout the company, and are seen by an estimated half a
million visitors every year. Mr Romain added: “The crowds love the
sound of it and see a link back into history. School are teaching
children all about the Battle of Britain, but also about the engineering
side. I think they're getting that heritage across to youngsters.”
PUBLISHED: 17:42 GMT, 10 November 2013 |
UPDATED: 10:27 GMT, 11 November 2013
https://www.aircraftrestorationcompany.com/

~Mail - on Line~

Photo 21: Flyboy: Pilot David 'Rats' Ratcliffe fastens his flying helmet as he

Photo 23: Currently, the 60-strong company has five apprentices, who
spend time working on all aspects of the aircraft to gain a wide base of
Photo 22: The flight team takes part in various air shows throughout the
company, and are seen by an estimated half a million visitors every year

This Months Funnies
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“and in the morning” - Buzz Hope
‘and in the morning…’

Sgt (1337232) Frank Charles Jackson RAF(VR) aged 22 was the son of Charles Jackson and
Constance Jackson of Homerton , London and rests in Grave 12.A.16 in Hanover War Cemetery,
Germany…

Hanover…

He was an WOP/AG in Halifax Mk.V LK915 coded NA-V No.428 (Ghost) Squadron, No.6 (RCAF)
Bomber Group which took off at 19.15 hours on the evening of Monday 27th September 1943 from
RAF Station Middleton St. George, County Durham, briefed along with other crews to attack

On the night of Monday night 27th September 1943, Bomber Command carried out 742 sorties; 678 crews were
briefed to attack Hanover and 27 aircraft crews briefed to attack Brunswick, while 37 aircraft carried out minor
operations; 19 aircraft ‘Gardening’ in the Kattegat and off the Frisian Islands, 9 aircraft on a nuisance raid to Emden, 5
aircraft carrying out ‘Oboe’ tests to Aachen and 4 aircraft on O.T.U. sorties. From the nights operation a total of 16
aircraft were struck off charge; seven Halifax’s, six Stirling’s and 3 Lancaster’s (Two from the ‘Gardening’ operation and
14 from the raid on Hanover. From these aircraft there were a total of 92 casualties; 63 airmen died, six injured, 22
airmen became Prisoners of War and P/O (414658) N.J. Matich DFM RNZAF from No.35 (Madras Presidency) No. 8
(Path Finder Force) Bomber Group, evaded capture having escaped via the Netherlands, Belgium, Spain and
Gibraltar, helped by the Comete Line (254) and returned to the UK, landing at Whitchurch on Friday 14th January
1944.
Of the attacking force that was dispatched to attack Hanover, a total of 599 aircraft actually bombed, be it 8.05 km N of
the city centre because of incorrect wind velocity forecast, dropping 2,196 tons of explosives. It was during the attack
on Hanover that Halifax LK915 came to grief, failing to return having been shot down by a night fighter, attacked after
its bombing run near to Hulshagen just W of Hanover.
Crew of Halifax Mk.V LK915
F/O (J/9748) M.G. Whalley RCAF, P.O.W. – P.O.W. No. 2932 P.O.W. Camp L3
Sgt (929585) J.I. Jones RAF(VR), Aged 21, son of William Edward and Margaret Patricia Jones, of Cwmavon,
Glamorgan; Husband of Doreen Jones, of Cwmavon and is remembered on Panel 155 on the Runnymede Memorial
Surrey.
F/O (J/22487) C. M. Butcher RCAF, Aged 33, son of Charles Seymer Butcher and Jessie Clara Butcher, of Bittern
Lake, Alberta, Canada and rests in Grave location 12. A. 19, at Hanover War Cemetery Germany
F/O (J/22863) W.B.L. Higgins RCAF, P.O.W. – P.O.W. No. 2916 P.O.W. Camp L3
Sgt (1337232) F.C. Jackson RAF(VR) Aged 22, son of Charles Jackson and Constance Jackson of Homerton , London
and rests in Grave location 12.A.16 in Hanover War Cemetery, Germany…

Sgt (R/184515) J.M. Morrison RCAF, Aged 21, son of Wilbert George and Alice May Morrison, of Lakefield, Ontario,
Canada and rests in Grave location 12. A. 13 at at Hanover War Cemetery Germany.
Sgt (R/169017) E.S. Driscoll RCAF, Aged 27,
son of William James Driscoll and Hannah
Driscoll, of Kingston, Ontario, Canada and
rests in Grave location 12. A. 17 at Hanover
War Cemetery Germany.
Halifax Mk.V LK915 was one of 460 aircraft
built by Rootes Securities Ltd. Speke Liverpool
under Contract Number ACFT/637 and
Requisition Number HA3/E11/40, delivered to
No.428 (Ghost) Squadron for operational
service. The aircraft failed to return on the
night of Monday 27th September 1943,
becoming the 46th aircraft of the Squadron to
be struck off charge and the 329th aircraft from
No.6 (RCAF) Bomber Group to be struck off
charge.
Per Ardua Ad Astra
(Extracts from my series of ‘and in the
morning…’ on No.428 (Ghost) Squadron
RCAF and from my Volume No.6 (RCAF)
Bomber Group – Photographs – Andrew
Perkins)
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Little Grey Cell Exerciser - Memory Tester - MONTHLY QUIZ,
THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH:
Age is something that doesn’t matter, unless you’re a cheese – Luis Bunuel

Monthly online quiz – No 9 – no prizes just the honour of doing it
These are just random questions, something to get the grey matter working.

(Using the internet to get the answers is cheating ... Jankers if I see you cheating when I check your
browser history… (maybe not.. ;))
This one is quite hard – so extra points will be awarded for good looks and clever answers
1. What is the next one in the sequence? 31:28 / 31:30 / 31:30 / _________ (try not to take all year to
work it out)
2. Who founded HARRODS?
3. Extra point – in what year was it established? – 1830 / 1839 / 1849 / 1859 / 1907 / 1938
4. Which is the only element in the periodic table that’s name begins with K?
5. In what year was Einsteinium discovered? 1898 / 1948 / 1950 / 1952 / 1954 – go on, guess!
6. In what year did Channel 4 start in the UK?
7. What was the first programme on the newly launched Channel 4?
8. In what year did Lord Trenchard pass away?
9. What are Queen Elizabeth (our present monarch) middle names? Are they;
Margaret Victoria / Alexandra Mary / Alexandra Victoria / Victoria Mary
Here are some old fashion words – what do they mean (sorry no clues)
10. Wink-A-Peeps
11. Testudineous
12. Gubbertushed
13. Name a country whose name is made up of only ONE syllable (there’s 5 to choose from)
14. Who was the Final Prime-Minister of Rhodesia?
15. How Many Supporters does Manchester United CLAIM to have? Is it: 619Million / 629Million /
639Million / 649Million / 659Million
16. Over the years England had played Wales 130 times (starting in 1881 at Richardson’s Field,
London) – but in these matches between these two teams which has had the most wins?
17. How many words are there in the Eskimo language for snow?
18. A 2 part question – a/ how many Pope's have there been? 157 / 177 / 207 / 217. b/ how many of
these were from England? 0/1/2/3/4/5
19. A house has 4 walls. All of the walls are facing south and a bear is circling the house, what colour is
the bear?
20. A Cowboy rides into town on Friday, stays 3 days and leaves on Friday. How did he manage this?
~With Thanks to Steve Signorelli ~
Answers will be on the Global Group Web Page:
https://rafaglobalbranch1370.wordpress.com/
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Upcoming Events
Global Branch going to RAF Fylingdales for AGM 2018
Saturday 10th February
2018
Exact time to be advised

Always a major headache for the branch committee, we have be fortunate in being invited to hold it next year on RAF Fylingdales. This is a
unique honour for the branch & its members, to have the opportunity to visit a RAF station that rarely opens its doors to the outside
population, and one not to be missed.
We will be holding the AGM in one of the messes on base and having a tour of the bits of the station that they can show us, plus possibly
having our evening meal on base, but this final item still has to be finalised. Because of the housekeeping necessary on the base, we
MUST supply them with details of ALL personnel attending the AGM, this obviously includes wives & partners etc. These details have to be
sent to them asap.
We are all going to be staying a various hotels etc. within nearby Whitby. Arriving on the Friday & departing after breakfast etc. on the
Sunday morning. A coach has kindly been provided by the Station Commander to transport us from Whitby to and from the base.
As usual a large number of us will be meeting up on
the Friday night for a practise run through, aka a
branch social evening. Already over 25 members
have booked rooms for this amazingly different
AGM.
Please contact Steve Mullis on
chair.rafaglobalbranch1370@gmail.com
for further details & to book your place at next year’s
event. Please do this as soon as possible since we
cannot be adding people at the last minute. Your
branch committee look forward to see you there for
what has always proven to be a very enjoyable
weekend.

The Global Branch Committee would like to
wish all our readers:

